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Tenders: Global transitioning to
renewables needs affordable
finance for development

Tenders 

Tenders: Atlanta Bay harbour
feasibility study under process

Tenders: Phase I bids for
Rs.44,000cr ICTP to be invited
early next year

Tenders: Govt to add 80 GW
thermal capacity by 2031-32

Tenders: RE providers should
recognize availability of
international funding

Tenders: Rs.1,200cr cargo
village is being planned at
Jewar Airport

Tenders: Rs.1,100cr granted for
25 inland waterway projects

Tenders: IFS develops PPP
Structuring Toolkits for project
evaluation

Anne Beathe Tvinnereim,
Norway’s Minister of International
Development, said, “The signing
between the Climate Investment
Fund, ReNew and KLP is a great

example of this. It also shows how
Norwegian investments are

helping India reach its goals of
installing 500 GW of non-fossil

capacity by 2030.”
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Projects: Johnson Controls to
provide Green-building
specific solutions

Projects: CBRI has developed
world-class construction
technologies

Projects: CTX-SASA ENVIRO to
deliver Voluntary Carbon
platform to India

Projects: NHAI audits of all
under construction tunnels    

Projects

Projects:  IWAI-Amazon promote
cargo movement by inland
waterways  

Projects: BharatRohan-ESCAP to
transform agri methods in
Telangana-Haryana

Projects: Indigenously-built
LSAM barge launch for Indian
Navy

Projects: India is poised for
even greater heights in
aerospace technology

Projects: Launched SWC Amini
as per four-ship build strategy

Projects: ReNew commissions
“Koppal Transmission Scheme

Chang Jae-bok, the South
Korean Ambassador to India,

added, “We are celebrating the
50 years of our friendship with

India. Korea shares India’s
vision of ‘Amrit Kaal’ and

intends to contribute to the
country’s journey in becoming

a developed nation.
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Sheikh Faisal Thani Al-Thani, Chief Investment Officer,
Africa & APAC at QIA, said on 25 Nov 2023, “QIA is committed
to supporting innovative companies with high-growth
potential and sees great potential in India’s fast-growing
healthcare and retail markets

Exports: IndiaXports 2.0 to
empower 200,000 business in
international markets

Exports

Exports: Minister says trade
with Nordic region has grown
significantly

Exports: DGFT-Amazon to
guide MSMEs to reach global
markets via e-commerce

Exports: Biofactor products to
be supplied at global farmers
doorsteps

Exports: India ships pharma
products to 200 countries,
says Chawla

DEA Secretary Ajay Seth
highlights the importance of

infrastructure and the need for
creating a shelf of viable

infrastructure projects to take
India on a higher growth

trajectory.

Exports: Exports: India ships
pharma products to 200
countries, says Chawla
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Madhabi Puri Buch,
Chairperson, SEBI, has

highlighted significant progress
and strategic initiatives SEBI

undertook, emphasising India's
commitment to enhancing

capital formation and
regulatory efficiency.

Addressing Energy Security Conference organised by CII on 24 Nov,
Minister of State for External Affairs Dr Rajkumar Ranjan Singh, says India's

pursuit of a greener world, the primary strategy involves shifting from a
coal-dependent to a renewable energy economy, focusing on Solar,

Hydel, and Green Hydrogen.
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AGI Japan envisions further
investment opportunities in

businesses closely associated
with the Standard Group,

particularly those involved in
manufacturing mechanical

seals, barrier isolators, valves,
and other cutting-edge

electromechanical products,
says CEO Yasuyuki Ikeda.
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Market: Indian steel trade
waits for post-holiday pickup

Market: Pharma industry
targets $450bn by 2047

Markets: Mahindra & Mahindra
to benefit from global agri
machinery growth

Market

Market: STL hires two stalwarts
to meet $10bn Optical
Connectivity demand

Markets: KLD says Cenza
acquisition gives immediate
access to India

Market: Capillary reports
product-driven growth in US

Market: GIFT City community
growing, 2 more Japanese banks
registering in duty-free zone

Markets: Steel trade sees
mixed signals across product
range

Markets: US CEO Punj
appointment is a strategic
global expansion move

“India is at the cusp of making some great breakthroughs in the
Green Building sector. We are at a point that demands immediate

action and collaboration,” says Arun Awasthy, president & managing
director, Johnson Controls India
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Bharat Rohan CEO Amandeep
Panwar said on 21 Nov, "Our

mission is to empower
smallholder farmers and

promote sustainable agriculture
in Telangana and Haryana.
We're leveraging advanced
hyperspectral technology to
provide farmers with precise
insights, reducing costs, and

ensuring top-quality, residue-
free yields.”
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Markets: TVS ventures into Europe
via France in partnership with
Swiss group

Markets: Ohio-based Narwal’s
new COO to nurture partnerships
in India

Markets: Fischer says New Delhi
forum opened new avenues of
understanding connections

Markets: Tata International fuels
growth in Nigeria and wider
African continent

Markets: Blue Dart fortify last-
mile logistics in remote India

“The combination of LTTS’ expertise in medical-device
development and NVIDIA’s full-stack edge AI computing platform
delivers unprecedented value to the medical technology industry
by accelerating the development of AI-enabled, software-defined

medical devices,” said Shanker Trivedi, Senior Vice President of
Enterprise Business, NVIDIA.

"Business agility and operational efficiency, underpinned by
accessibility to data that is accurate and trustworthy, is critical for

organisations like LTIMindtree," said Thomas Lai, Vice President
and General Manager of Asia Pacific and Japan at Boomi.

Market: BNPL value in India will
reach $26.1bn by 2028
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"Hyderabad is known globally
as a hub of innovation, agility,

and speed. At UST's Hyderabad
offices, we transform

businesses by bringing the
best characteristics of this

exciting city to the work we do
every day,” said Venkata

Peram, Center Head –
Hyderabad and Senior Client

Partner, UST.

“The RISE Accelerator will not
only strengthen diplomatic
ties but also paved the way

for collaborative efforts
across various domains,” said

Manpreet Vohra, High
Commissioner of India to

Australia. 
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Investment: QIA puts $50m in
GDS’ plans to expand clinical
network

Investment: Rane calls for
sustainable enterprises

Investment: AGI Japan
invests in Standard Glass
Lining

Investments: Financial sector is
pioneer in setting global
standards

Manufacturing: PM briefed on
upgrading of Tejas with
Made-in-India GE 414 Engine

Manufacturing

Manufacturing: Coal industry can
expect huge orders for heavy-
duty equipment

Manufacturing: 39 commercial
coal mines auction launched

Investments: Rao calls for
hyper personalized
embedded banking
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Technology: LTIMindtree moves
towards era of quantum-secure
communications

Technology: Hexaware to create
250 jobs at Birmingham office

Technology: Wipro-NVIDIA to help
healthcare accelerate adoption of
gen AI

Technology: UST-Telangana to
co-create solutions with
startups

Technology

Technology: Raghunandan wants
PPP to combat digital fraud

Technology: RISE accelerator to
support Australian-Indian
startups

Technology: LTIMindtree
connects IT architecture through
Boomi’s iPaaS

Technology: Technicolor
explores opportunities through
Dell Infra Solutions

Korean Ambassador Chang Jae-bok “MSMEs are the
backbone of India’s economy, and their sustainability

will shape its growth. Korea looks forward to deepening
cooperation in this area under the ILO-KOICA PSEI

initiative.” 
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JOIN US WITH EMAIL
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Fiinews.com was seen
and read by 1.82 million
India-focused business
executives in 2022. We

appreciate these global
business executives’

support for Fiinews.com,
considering it as an
important source of

market intelligence on
India. 

We also look forward to
more support in 2023
when we will produce

more and more articles
related to the Indian

market and businesses. 

Please continue reading
and subscribe free to

Fiinews.com. 

Follow us on @fii_news. 
A big Thank You. 

Editor.

Technology: Palo Alto-Mumbai
companies form strategic
partnership

Technology: LTTS-NVIDIA to
develop software for endoscopy

Technology: Goel named winner
of Global Fintech Hackcelerator

Technology: SBI integrates Yono
Global with PayNow

Technology: IT entrepreneurs
return home for India growth
story

“The future generation of
customers are likely to

consume financial service in
the same way that they

consume other products and
service, and banks may have
to be prepared to make that

transition,” say RBI Deputy
Governor M Rajeshwar Rao.

Sonowal says, “The ICTP will be a major landmark in developing
India to become a self-assured and self-reliant Nation and will

support the economic development of the country.”

"The participation in Lagos Free
Zone is the next level of
commitment for Tata

International's longstanding
presence in Nigeria and the

African continent as a whole,”
elaborated Len Brand, MD of

Tata Africa Holdings

Wipro’s deep healthcare experience,
innovative AI frameworks, and

platforms combined with NVIDIA’s
leadership in accelerated computing

and AI will help the world’s largest
healthcare entities to embrace new AI

capabilities and re-imagine their
business,” said Jason Eichenholz, Senior

Vice President and Global Head of
Ecosystems & Partnerships at Wipro

Technology: TDB-SIDBI to
facilitate easier access to credit
for MSME
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Andy Street, Mayor of the West
Midlands, said, "Last year's trade

mission to India helped us to
further strengthen our region's

economic ties with this dynamic
nation on the rise — as discussions
advance around a new Free Trade

Agreement between the UK and
India.”
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Technology: Minister encourages
Silicon Valley Indians to share
ideas back home
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how to enhance US-India
collaboration
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Fiinews.com has over 500k readers from business & corporate world and can showcase your
company on its website fiinews.com for one year through your advertisement along with
doing two advertorials.

Advertising proposal - Share Your Ideas and Ideals: Advantage India – Participate in the
Indian prosperity.

This is a special offer to companies to advertise with us, along with two advertorials as well
as embedded video clip / Youtube of your company or official presentations.

These market-oriented articles-information dissemination materials will be shared through
fiinews.com’s e-newsletters issued twice a month.

Fiinews.com is making this special offer to inform readers from business communities in
India and across the world of how companies are growing their footprints in the Indian
market.

Fiinews.com has more than 500,000 readers who are businessmen focused on joining or
have joined the India growth story.

Fiinews.com is an independent Singapore-based publication.
Your story should be an inspiration to businesses wanting to be in India, which is
propagating public-private partnerships in the fastest growing economy of the world.

Let’s hear from you soon, email: gurdips@outlook.com.
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